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Nachum Bael Rabinowicz, born on March 8, 1924; Jewish community Meytshet, Poland 
(Molchad, Mołczadź) population 2000 in the 1930s with about 300 Jewish families (according to 
Nachum, one of his official papers states birthplace incorrectly as “Kalisz”); siblings-two older 
sisters, older brother, two younger brothers; early family life, aunt’s family immigration to 
Argentina, sending them off with celebrational music at the train station; father had grain 
business; description of Jewish life in Meytshet during childhood, anti-Zionists; home life, public 
& Jewish schooling, joining Zionist youth movement age 6-7, learning to defend self; Jewish 
holidays, refugees arriving to town, awareness of world events through newspapers, youth 
movement Hashomer Hatzair defense training in woods; with Russian invasion of Poland 1938, 
at first his youth movement was happy that anti-Semitic Poles had been marginalized, e.g. at 
age 15, one threatened Nachum’s father with a gun, he knocked gun from perpetrator’s hand & 
Nachum used gun to kill perpetrator; 1939, Hashomer Hatzair goes underground when Poland 
is divided; school had begun compulsory Russian & German studies; winter 1939, Nachum & 
brother leave home to join underground resistance; Nachum is captured in Lida, Poland-
disguising himself as “Yanik” and released; doing odd jobs for food in the Jewish community of 
Wilno (Vilnius, Vilnyus, Vilna), discussion re: Wilno’s later Russian occupation; supported by 
Hashomer Hatzair & false papers, Nachum travels to Bulgaria, Constantinople, Syria, in various 
smuggling operations; arriving to Palestine, enduring bombing of Haifa; brother’s resistance 
group had moved to Russia; various jobs in Palestine, marriage; seeking release from Israel 
Army (after assisting Gaza Strip liberation), immigration to US 1956; settling in Chicago, 
entering laundry equipment & real estate business; daughter Miriam b.1946; Nachum’s wife is 
killed in 1973; Nachum shares his philosophy on surviving tragedy; closing thoughts on his life in 
Palestine, family life, life in the US, getting sick (triple bypass, cancer, dialysis) holding on to 
hope, including hope that Holocaust survivors will receive due reparations; thoughts on Israeli 
politics in 1997; more thoughts on navigating life’s challenges; Nachum shares family 
photographs, photo in Palestine, photo of Wilno, Poland (1940); at timestamp 00:42:30 in part 
2, Nachum’s daughter (Miriam) & her family share how Nachum and their Jewish heritage has 
shaped their lives. 
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